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I worked at ticketing company Eventim UK on a three month contract. During this time, I increased their social following,
engagement and improved SEO rankings and visitors to the blog site. A big part of my role was to create new systems, and
uniformalise their approach to social media, which I achieved with trackable statistics.

The Musical Theatre & Attractions launch was the biggest project I worked on. Eventim started a big affiliation project with
Encore tickets, which required promoting from scratch. The first Facebook post (below) was derived from the main
campaign text I wrote. This was adapted for all the necessary channels (including email and the blog site). The
Lion King post (also below) was part of this campaign, but designed to engage specifically with the target audience for that
show (as I noticed it had the most interest on Analytics).

Olly is the world’s first robotic assistant with a personality, created and designed by Emotech Ltd. I
feel truly privileged to have been chosen to write what Olly says. The lines include everything from
greetings, to the linguistic scripts that cover every interaction needed in the programs Olly runs. I
write for four characters, with six different emotional variants.

My biggest blog success was an exclusive interview with Il Volo (full interview here: http://bit.ly/Il-volo-interview-eventim).
I built a good rapport with them, and they promoted it by retweeting us and also tweeting themselves with a link. As you
can see, it got 3.1k likes. This is unheard of for something posted to the Eventim blog.

Emotech required me to develop a system to work alongside the programmers, so that the scripts
can be easily integrated into the code without any problems. I have also been instrumental in putting
forward ideas and concepts to enrich what Olly can do.

Picture the scene . . .

Unfortunately, I can’t include the script samples for this product, but please feel free to find out more
at www.heyolly.com

It’s a crisp spring morning in Knightsbridge. The cafe is quiet, the coffee is hot, and there’s a tiered tray with an assortment
of fancy cakes, courtesy of our Marketing Manager, Adam. Just as we’re tempted to pick up a cake, and rearrange them so
nobody will notice, we see the limo pull up outside –
Okay, we’ll come clean. It was an email interview, but they do live in Italy! Still, we asked some questions, and got some
exclusive answers from the band who took Eurovision by storm, and are going from strength to strength in the world of
classical pop.
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If cars are driving themselves, as pedestrians (if we still get to walk around on pavements and cross roads) we need a
way of seeing if these speeding robots are online. How else are we to decide when it’s truly safe to jump in front of one?
So these green rooftop lights will tell all who see it that the car is being driven by the computer system. The lights change
colour depending on the mode they are in.

Colour Changing Panels
AutoeBid is a broker for car sales. The company knows the minimum price a showroom can sell any model of car for, and
uses this information to negtiate better prices for regular customers for a one-off fee. A large part of the business is also
maintaining good relationships with car dealers. As Digital Manager I create a wide range of digital content for AutoeBid
(and its sister site, Acorn Money - see pages 2-3). Content includes everything from the CEO optimised blog (that I research
and write from scratch), through to offers, site copy, social media copy and anything else required. There are also various
ad hoc duties which are multi-disciplinary; examples include data handling, SEO and anaytics.

Car Lights of the Future
We’ve all thought about what futuristic cars will be like. Self-driving cars are just around the (proverbial) corner, so engineers
around the globe are quite literally making their dreams a reality today.
We expect endless new gadgets and technologies, but how about something fundamental, like lights? What will they look
like? What will they convey?
Currently, our cars flash in a way perfectly adjusted to how we drive. With cars being driven in almost the same way for over
100 years, it stands to reason that with the biggest change in operation we’ve ever seen will come the biggest reimagining
of the way lighting is used.
Before you get sleepless nights pondering the subject, have a quick whiz through what we’ve come up with.
Here are our car lights of the future.

As we have explored in our article on the best customisations for a BMW, the colour you choose when purchasing your car
can make a significant difference to re-sale value. So how about a car where clever LEDs can change the colour of your
car on a daily basis? Feeling passionate? Try red. Melancholy? It’s got to be blue!
We’ve seen screen technology develop greatly over the last few years, so a bespoke version for cars could be honed to
emit just enough colour to seem natural.

All in All . . .

Abridged +3 Types of Car Lights Of The Fututre

These are just our musings, but one thing is for sure: whatever is in store for the future of car lighting, it’s sure to be bright!

‘Autopilot’ Lights

04.
Acorn Money is the sister site to AutoeBid. It is a mortgage and car finance broker (so it fits in well with the primary
business). My biggest project for Acorn Money is a Mortgage Learning Centre section, which involved extensive research,
content creation and web design (including some HTML).
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These are screenshots from the Mortgage Learning Centre that I wrote and designed using Porto, Wordpress and some
HTML coding.
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Freeview - Feature Article

05.

https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog/features/
Feature articles were reserved for channel launches or other events where there was a greater onus on Freeview. This
article focused on the launch of UKTV Play on Freeview Play. Freeview Play is the latest product from Freeview integrating
smart TV and regular TV through the Electronic Programme Guide. The launch of UKTV Play increased their on-demand
offering by a sixth, and so, was very significant.

The UKTV Play catch-up service has now launched on Freeview Play
Freeview is the service provider for free-to-air television in the UK. It’s funded by the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Sky and Arqiva. As
well as working with Digital UK on the TV service, Freeview also licence their logo to digital television and box manufacturers
who adhere to their quality specifications.

What is it?

UKTV Play will allow you to catch up on all of your favourite shows broadcast on channels Dave, Really, Yesterday and
Drama.

As Digital Content Creator, I was responsible for writing blogs, marketing copy and maintaining the Freeview website (using
WordPress). Ongoing website tasks included updating all FAQs as needed, writing new product reviews/descriptions,
processing analytics data and maintaining the Content Calendar. In addition to this, I prepared social media posts in
Hootsuite daily.
Freeview required a fairly un-biased, un-opinionated approach when talking about electronic products and programming
alike. This was due to relationships with multiple manufacturers and (when speaking about TV programmes), due to the
conflicting interests of their shareholders.

How do I get it?
Most Freeview Play devices will automatically update when you visit the Freeview Play apps page. The UKTV icon will appear
here, alongside BBC iPlayer, the ITV Hub, All 4 and Demand 5. The TV guide will update with programmes from UKTV Play
over the next day or so.
Humax Freeview Play devices will need to be running the latest software version (which you should already have been
prompted to download if you have a Humax box). If you haven’t downloaded this yet, the app will appear, but may not
function on launch until the software update is carried out.
For some TVs branded JVC and Finlux, UKTV play will be available after an update in October.

The lowdown on UKTV Play
UKTV Play on Freeview Play has a sophisticated layout, offering a fresh take on the catch-up service with some interesting
additions.
On launching the service, the home page immediately shows you helpful highlights from all the channels (pictured above).
If you scroll down, you get other programme groups including:
•
‘You might just like’
•
Your recently watched
•
Other suggestions based on similar programmes you’ve watched
•
New programmes available
•
And ‘What everyone is loving’.
These categories remain the same if you chose to navigate to one of the specific channels (eg: Dave), but you’ll only see
programmes from that channel, narrowing everything further.
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Social Media Posts
Facebook is by far the most important social media channel for Freeview. It gained thousands
more impressions than an equivalent post on Twitter. Often, we would pay to promote the
post (and you’ll notice the visible divide within impressions where this has happened). Most
of these were organic reach only, and all examples below were my posts.

06.

One post a day would be a shout-out to any programme on Freeview, with the channel and
start time in the correct format (eg: BBC Two not BBC 2 and 8.30pm not 20:30). We would
also try to post a question to gain interactions, or say something reflective in the Freeview
voice.

It’s an intuitive system, good at making you very aware of exactly what is available on the featured channels. With so many
programmes to choose from, it’s a good thing there is also have a favourites feature, allowing you to queue programmes
you want to play as you discover them on your journey through the app.
To play a show, you simply highlight what you want to watch and press your middle enter/select key twice. If you just press
it once, it brings up more information on your selected show, with all other available episodes of that show (starting with
the next in the series).

Abridged: Section with more instructions on app specifics
All in all . . .
The UKTV Play app brings a wealth of new programmes to catch-up on Freeview Play. Whether you’re after the exclusive
content or an older favourite, UKTV Play makes Freeview Play an even more comprehensive way to enjoy what you want,
when you want it, at no monthly cost.

Article still live at: https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog/features/uktv-play-launcheson-freeview-play.html
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Facebook.
The post (right) was to get on the back of a current Facebook
trend and reached exponentially more people because of
this, and the simplicity of the question posed.

Post promoting a competition with Vintage
TV Channel

Twitter.
The formula for Twitter involved @mentioning all
channels and celebrities that might re-tweet, and getting
as much information about the programme into the post
as possible.
The All Star Mr and Mrs post below got a re-tweet from
Philip Schofield and achieved over 105,000 impressions.
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Competition Copy
I was frequently required to write copy for competitions that Freeview had with partners.

07.

This was a competition in partnership with UKTV to celebrate the launch of Red Dwarf XI. The question was a multiple
choice hosted on the Freeview website. The aim was to promote and contextualise the programme for the broadcaster.

Blog Copy
https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog

08.

This blog was written in conjunction with the BBC to detail the elements of their coverage in a way that was easy to understand,
but also be entertaining. It was incredibly popular, accruing over 25,000 sessions.

Red Dwarf
Posted September 22, 2016 - Competitions

The Best of the Olympics on the BBC
The BBC are carrying the (proverbial) torch for coverage of this year’s Olympic games in Rio. It all kicks off with the muchanticipated Opening Ceremony on Friday 5 August at 11.40pm, BBC One. Get ready for seventeen days of watching elite
sports men and women in their field (or swimming pool) striving for gold, and pushing themselves to the limits.
Building on their huge success for London 2012, the BBC are offering comprehensive coverage of the games. Clare Balding
and her team of presenters host from 7pm every night, complete with a host of former Olympic athletes (including Sir
Chris Hoy, Chris Boardman, Denise Lewis and many more) to lend their expertise to coverage.

To celebrate the return of Red Dwarf, we’ve teamed up with UKTV to give you the chance to win some out of this world
prizes. In Red Dwarf XI Rimmer, Lister, Cat and Kryten find themselves on a whole set of new adventures. This brand new
six-part series is exclusive to Dave (Freeview channel 12).To be in with a chance of winning, all you have to do is answer the
question below.
The winner will get a brand new Panasonic TV with Freeview Play built in, a DVD of Red Dwarf X, a T-Shirt, Hoodie and A3
Poster. Two runners up will win a DVD of Red Dwarf X, a T-Shirt, Hoodie and A3 Poster.
Episode 1 of Red Dwarf XI premiers on Dave at 9pm on Thursday 22 September.
Terms and conditions can be found here.
In episode 1 (available on UKTV Play), which famous real-life scientist do the Red Dwarf crew try and track down for help
in “Twentica”?
Archimedes			 Einstein 		

Pythagoras

Competition still live at: https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog/competitions/red-dwarfcompetition.html

13.

Watch the BBC’s (frankly awesome) animated trailer.
The Start Line
There has been much speculation on what treats are in store for the Opening Ceremony, with some of Brazil’s most
celebrated talents playing a crucial part. Expect references to carnival and samba, plus huge numbers of performers and
great visual spectacle.
Here is the moment Daniel Craig as James Bond escorted the queen to the 2012 opening ceremony.
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How to Watch
As with the Opening Ceremony, most live coverage will be broadcast from 7pm due to the four hour time difference
between the UK and Rio.
BBC One is the hub for Rio 2016 with all the main events live from 7pm to 4am every night/morning. If you can’t stay up
for the main events (which will often be in the early hours of the morning) fear not: There are plenty of ways to catch up,
starting with the Olympic Breakfast between 6am and 9:15am on BBC One.
BBC Two will be rerunning highlights of the previous night’s events between 9:15am and 12:15pm, and BBC Four will have
extended hours with live coverage of other events from 1pm to 2am.
Regular Freeview viewers can watch two extra channels by pressing the red button. These will be broadcast from 7pm and
9pm running into the early hours.
For those with Freeview HD, pressing the red button will give you access to eight streams of coverage, most running 24
hours a day. In addition to this there will be a dedicated BBC Olympics HD channel at number 114 from 7pm. Programming
will include highlights, replays and much more.
For those with connected Freeview HD or Freeview Play, the following services can be accessed via the internet:
•
•
•
•
•

24 live HD streams
Highlights and replays
Intuitive Live/Coming up/Catch up breakdowns
Additional text & commentary and audience interaction
An Olympics playlist that can be tailored to your tastes.

Find out more about the services and retuning.

Things to look out for
There are more sports than you can swing a cat at, although Cat Swinging (unbelievably) isn’t one of them. Even golf is
included this time, along with the more familiar athletics, cycling, swimming . . . the sports are too numerous to list. Unless
you want, well, a list of sports. 28 to be exact.

Other key events include:
Usain Bolt attempting to break the record for the ‘Triple-Triple’. He is also hoping to be the first man in history to win the
100m for the third time in a row. Tune into the Men’s 100m Final at 2.25am, Monday August 15, BBC One.
Tom Daley diving for gold for the UK, and showing off his new so-called ‘Firework’ dive. We wish Tom all the best in his
quest for gold this year. Tune into the Men’s 10m Final at 8.30pm, Saturday August 20 on BBC One.
Katie Ledecky has already set an astonishing 11 world records in swimming, so we’re really looking forward to seeing how
many she can add to that as she competes. Tune into the Woman’s 800m Freestyle Final at 2.20am, Saturday August 13
on BBC One
You can use the BBC’s detailed timetables to find out when everything you want to see is on.

Now you’re ready . . .
This year’s Olympics is bound to be fantastic, with never-to-be-forgotten events and world class athleticism in every area
you can imagine.
Whatever you watch of Rio 2016, you can rely on the in-depth coverage from the BBC to bring you the best of the Olympics
this year.

Article still live at: https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog/the-best-of-the-olympics-onthe-bbc.html

As with the London Olympics in 2012, Super Saturday (August 13) is the one to look out for, but because of the time
difference, many of the key events are technically Sunday. Two super days it is!
Jessica Ennis-Hill in the Heptathlon, Mo Farah in the 10,000 Metres and the final of the Men’s Long Jump with Greg
Rutherford are just a few to look out for.
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Buyers Guide

As part of Freeview’s web team, I wrote unbiased product reviews designed to show all of their manufacturers in a good
light. The articles also point to retail outlets to purchase. As a non-profit Freeview doesn’t sell products or take a licensing
fee.

Pick of the Smart TVs
Smart TVs are TVs with built-in catch up services, with other apps like Netflix, Amazon Video and Now TV widely available.
Other apps also include everything from web browsing to games and social media. While slightly pricier than their less
intelligent brothers, Smart TVs are a more future-proof offering. There are a lot of exciting products to choose from in the
smaller TV range.

Samsung UE22H5600 – £169.00 – 22”

Small screen TVs
Small screen TVs are great for other rooms in the house, when you don’t have much space or if you move around a lot.
Don’t let the size fool you either, they pack in an awful lot of tech – many even give you catch-up as well as live TV.
We’re thinking bedrooms, kitchens and studies – the size makes them ideal to double up as computer monitors, and at
basically the same cost why not have TV functionality as well?
So, whether you’re after one for size, functionality or price, there’s something for you. Here are our picks of the best small
TVs.

Pick of the non-smart TVs

With some powerful Smart features, there is no shortage of entertainment with this Samsung. The size also makes it ideal
to double up as a computer monitor. Boasting playback from USB devices and built-in Wi-Fi, it has an awful lot of features
for its size. As with all Smart TVs you can catch up on demand and stream other content from video apps.
•
•
•
•
•

1080p resolution
Freeview HD
2x HDMI, 2x USB, 1x SCART
USB Playback
Wi-fi and Ethernet

Available from:
John Lewis

Non-smart (standard) TVs are ideal for those who want a cheap and cheerful solution for a small TV. While they don’t
offer catch-up or apps, these TVs still cover all of the important features for an excellent viewing experience. All of the top
brands offer low priced products in this category, so there is no shortage of quality.

Panasonic Viera TX-24C300B – £129.99 – 24”
Grab an absolute bargain with this Panasonic TV with Freeview HD built in. It may not be the newest, but it has excellent
picture quality (with deep blacks), media player (via USB), and high refresh rate ensuring a smooth picture. This is particularly
good for sport.
•
•
•
•
•
•

720p resolution
Freeview HD
2x HDMI, 1x USB, 1x SCART
200 Hz refresh rate
USB playback
High contrast

Abridged +3 Products Smart TV write-up

So . . .
Whatever you are looking for in your new small TV, there is a fantastically priced TV out there (packed full of features) with
your name on it.

Available from:

Don’t forget, if you’re after a bigger TV, we went though the best TVs 2016 has to offer back in May

Co-op Electrical

Article still live at: https://www.freeview.co.uk/news-and-blog/blog-posts/buyers-guide-tosmall-tvs.html

Amazon

Abridged +3 Products from actual article
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Royola - Blog Copy
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Royola is a company I ran jointly with my co-writer Oliver Howlett to support and promote our various creative projects.

This is a blog I created from the point of view of a character from our sitcom Those Who Wait. It was to promote the show
and increase website traffic. The character is recently unemployed and getting used to his new life.

Unemployment Blog - Jack Peacock. August 5, 2012.
Day 1
Today was actually day two, but to be pre-emptive in terms of how I view this state of perpetual nothingness, I thought I’d
award myself a bank holiday yesterday - well everyone knows there should be more . . .
So, day one was cumbersomely frittered away eating KFC, looking at computers, and furniture in John Lewis – because
one day that time will be seen as an investment; when I need a sofa and can swiftly eliminate John Lewis as a place of
overpriced pomposity.

It’s Allinson’s yeast,
It’s also my yeast,
My dough will be beasty.
A foot high at least,
All thanks to the yeast –
The yeastiest cheap yeasts!
Hands off of my yeast!
You get your own yeast,
And don’t be so beastly!
The cheapest of yeast
Can drum up a feast
When added to flour” –
It mostly descends into ‘dahs’ at this point, so I won’t transcribe.
Allinson’s - if you want it, it’s ten thousand pounds. Or just give me a lifetime supply of your yeast.

At 3pm, the inevitable nothingness hit me. Not one to mope (well I am, but I promised myself I wouldn’t), I quickly busied
myself with Desert Island Discs and some serious thoughts. In the same way that Bake Off has “serious” disasters.
I resolved to spend the remainder of the day applying for jobs (my most hated of all activities), in exchange for a day of
musical writing tomorrow. I resolved to this in five minutes but lay for a further half an hour on the bed “cooling down” in
my underwear.
It struck me then that within half a day I’d become the embodiment of “quintessentially unemployed”. I decided it’s too
early in life to become Jim Royle; there’s more to do first. By 4pm, I’d given up on applying and decided to do some cooking.
Realising I had no ingredients, I mooched to the local Tesco.
Feeling like I should compensate for being poor, I bought some yeast – because poor people should make their own bread.
“It’s basically free!” I reasoned triumphantly, throwing a million organisms into the basket for the princely sum of one
pound. Bread for everyone! Well, just me. A sad loaf for one. But a sad *homemade* loaf for one.
On the way home I was in such good yeast-related spirits, I wrote an advert for Allinson’s yeast in my head. It has yet to be
officially commissioned by Allinson’s, but has enabled me to decide I can write adverts better than people who actually do it
and it’s just that no one will let me. It is still the most productive thing I have done today, including the bread for one I made
which was too sweet.
It is (sort of) to the tune of the Desert Island Discs theme:
“It’s Allinson’s yeast,
Such wonderful yeast,
And yes, it is yeasty!
I haven’t been fleeced –
It really is yeast,
I bought it so cheaply!
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Creative Writing - Disappearing Wonderful - Book
Disappearing Wonderful is the musical I wrote the book, lyrics and music for.

11.

It is a heart-warming comedy about three friends facing the challenges of the so-called ‘real world’ in the five years after
graduation, juggling jobs they don’t want with their ill-fated relationships. All this as Steve (the protagonist) tries to continue
his dream of being an author. The ‘story’ scenes are presented as flashbacks from a five year University reunion they are at.

STEVE (awkwardly, but playfully):
Hey Josie! Do I really look that different?
(Sardonically)
It’s the greys, isn’t it?
JOSIE:
Oh, no darling, it’s the fat!
STEVE:
Oh.

EXCERPT 1:
At the REUNION – STEVE talks awkwardly to JOSIE who he hasn’t seen in five years, while FREDDIE and STEVE
EVERYONE looks slightly tipsy at the reunion party. Clearly it is an hour or so later than before, and everyone is 		
chatting with slightly less enthusiasm. STEVE is sipping a sherry quite idiosyncratically. JOSIE edges towards him,
because she has somehow ended up alone. She has decided to try and talk despite his negative body language.

JOSIE:
You’ve filled out.
Quite a bit.
STEVE:
I think it’s the physical manifestation of my lack of love and happiness . . . ha-ha.
STEVE smiles, as if she is supposed to have got that this was a joke.

FREDDIE and LIZZIE are talking to JASON on the other side of the room.
JOSIE (crowed):
Steve! Is that you?!
JOSIE feigns not being able to recognise him.

JOSIE makes an awkward comical noise, not really understanding STEVE’s joke, and pats his arm reassuringly.
JOSIE (sympathetically):
Oh . . .
No, Mrs. Steve on the horizon then?
Or even . . . The other side of the room.
If you know what I’m saying.
JOSIE indicates to MELISSA. STEVE coughs awkwardly. STEVE looks momentarily at FREDDIE in this moment, 		
but it’s imperceptible to anyone not looking for it.
STEVE:
No.
JOSIE:
I’ll say no more.
JOSIE touches her nose
STEVE points at her baby-bump.
STEVE:
You’ve grown too . . .
JOSIE laughs almost too much at this joke, and STEVE looks slightly surprised at what she finds funny.
JOSIE:
It’s Mark’s.
STEVE:
Mark Bowerman? No way!
I thought he was gay.

21.
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JOSIE (story-telling):
Oh yes, he is! So gay . . .
I’m carrying for him and his partner Roy.
(As if by way of explanation):
Well, I ran into them at Tesco, and had nothing better to do with my uterus at the time, so . . .
STEVE (awkwardly trying to riff):
Oop - “Clean up on aisle six!” – ha-ha.
(BEAT, STEVE struggles for what to say next)
Respect for that. Utilise the uterus, I suppose.
Sell a kidney – sell a child – it's all money.
JOSIE looks horrified.
JOSIE:
Nobody's selling anything!
I enjoy carrying.
BEAT
JOSIE:
Tell me about your book!
I saw the little men on plates –
STEVE & JOSIE:
– in Poundland.
JOSIE:
Gosh, you did ok out of that!
SCENE SWITCHES to JASON, LIZZIE and FREDDIE on the other side of the room.

LIZZIE (flippantly):
Unless you've organised us having sex, it should be fine . . .
JASON gestures over to the crowns and scepter.
LIZZIE:
Or the bloody crowns.
JASON laughs loudly and LIZZIE looks uncomfortable.
JASON (to FREDDIE):
Still; it’s nice, you’re well suited.
FREDDIE examines his suit.
FREDDIE:
Thanks; it was gonna be my grandad’s death suit.
He got the ‘all clear’; I got the suit.
FREDDIE holds his thumbs up.

JASON (to FREDDIE and LIZZIE who are linking arms):
So . . . You’re together now?
FREDDIE (as if reading from a script – prosody all wrong):
Yes, we met at a barn dance, where I happened to see her and decided to go over.
FREDDIE looks subtly at LIZZIE as if for approval. LIZZIE nods enthusiastically, as if he didn’t mess up.
JASON:
I didn’t think an ol’ womaniser like The Fredster would ever settle!
		Pensively
It’s the orgies I remember
FREDDIE clears his throat loudly. LIZZIE looks puzzled and surprised.
JASON:
Sorry, orgy.
I literally can’t remember the others.
And Lizzie, I’m a bit disappointed you and Andrew broke up! I hope it won’t get in the way of something I’ve organised later.

23.

LIZZIE laughs forcedly, as if FREDDIE meant it as a joke.
JASON:
The wife is out at a hen party tonight, so she couldn’t make it.
LIZZIE:
Wife . . .
JASON:
I know; well, (quipped) she came in a package deal with the job.
JASON laughs at his own joke, and FREDDIE tries to fake laughter. LIZZIE doesn’t.
JASON:
So, I imagine you’re both doing well?
LIZZIE:
Oh . . . Yeah!
Not currently working . . .
Or married . . .
James Long | jamielong99@hotmail.co.uk | 07807 756001
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JASON:
Still, you’ve got your health –
Physical health, at least . . .
There’s an awkward pause. FREDDIE squeezes her arm reassuringly.

STEVE looks momentarily confused/surprised but realises there’s nothing she wants him to do, and she’s just 		
feeling emotional.
LIZZIE:
But for my first act as agent, I demand you proofread everything again tomorrow.

LIZZIE (defensively):
No, I’m just not . . . working currently. I’m . . . well, I . . .

FREDDIE:
Shouldn’t I do that as ‘editor’?

FREDDIE (defiantly):
None of us are working, Jason. It’s kind of a sore topic, so maybe we could drop it.

LIZZIE & STEVE:
No!

LIZZIE:
Yes – one hundred per cent that!

STEVE:
Let’s make a pact:
Wherever we are – however big and famous – five years from now, we’re going to attend a meal at The Ritz.

JASON:
Of course – say no more!
Knowing me, I’d probably spread it around to make people like me more.
You know how it is . . .

FLASHBACK SCENE
LIZZIE, STEVE and FREDDIE are preparing to pitch STEVE’s novel to a publisher. They are dividing up what their 		
‘roles’ will be.
LIZZIE:
I'll research being an agent Freddie can . . . Freddie can . . .
Be a fan or something, I dunno.

LIZZIE:
That seems to imply I’ll let either of you leave!
		They laugh
But deal – we need to ‘cheers’!
FREDDIE holds up the three empty glasses he got earlier.
FREDDIE:
Er, what about these?
LIZZIE:
Perfect!

FREDDIE (incredulously):
I can be something better than that.
LIZZIE (mock-sympathetically):
Aww, of course you can!
(To herself):
I don’t know what . . .
FREDDIE:
How about the illustrator.
Because I draw things.
LIZZIE:
No, that’s too complicated. We need our star, and our worker bees.
You are a bee.
(LIZZIE snaps her fingers)
Editor. You can be editor bee!
FREDDIE (sadly):
Great . . .
LIZZIE (whispered to STEVE):
Thank you!
(To both):
Right, I’m gonna go have a cry.

25.
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Disappearing Wonderful - Lyrics

12.

Prologue: Reunion (Excerpt)
Prologue: Reunion is the opening of the musical. A group of former university housemates meet for their
five year reunion since graduation. During this song, they introduce the idea of the reunion ironically, as if
going through the throes of what they think they should be doing (in the abstract), led by Steve. After this
excerpt they go on to introduce themselves more seriously.
Everyone except STEVE, FREDDIE and LIZZIE enter. The Stage is empty. The first
verse is sung abstractly, lit only with spot-lights. The characters are aware of each
other, but at this point, there is no interaction. It is not until the first chorus, where
they construct the reunion hall, that the scene properly commences.
ANDREW:
When the embers of memories
Of the life you once knew
Start to flicker and fade . . .
JOSIE:
Or you need to look back
‘Cause the future in front 		
Is a bed that is firmly made . . .

(she points to her bump for a pun on ‘front’)

JOSIE points at her baby bump
JASON:
When the peak of your life is peaking,
And you feel like an active grenade . . .
JOSIE is turned towards IAIN, as if in conversation, but IAIN is looking at her bump,
transfixed
IAIN:
When not a thing in your life needs tweaking,
But you need somewhere to parade . . .
(IAIN touches his collar, confidently in self-congratulation)
ALL start to move to positions, getting ready to construct the set.
JOSIE:
I want games . . .
JASON:
I want food . . .
ANDREW:
Something new!
JOSIE:
Something old!
JASON:
Something lame!

27.

ALL:
Something brewed!
Ahhhh-ahh!
ALL:
Something brewed!
Ahhhh-ahh!

LIGHTS CHANGE, and the set construction begins.

ALL:
We all say:
‘Hey!
Let’s have a reunion!
We’ll rent out a room
To resume petty chat,
With the chums that we liked
Who were never all that . . .
Yet, we say hey!
Let’s have a reunion –
It’s just a reunion
Never a day too soon!
Let’s ‘reunion’ now!
STEVE, LIZZIE and FREDDIE enter, and should stand out (either because of lighting
or clothing) in a way that the others do not, identifying them as the main characters.
Also, they should come to the front, and let everyone else fall behind.
[OTHER characters sing harmonies/filler parts]
STEVE:
Not a sociable person –
Relish time to myself
While I try to create.
Lost the looks that I had,
And I never had looks,
So by that I mean ‘put on weight’.
LIZZIE:
Three dull questions they all repeat:
‘How’s your job?’
‘Got a guy –
Where is he?’
FREDDIE:
Man, it’s great to be at a gig
Where the food and the booze are free!
STEVE:
Time to shrink
In my shell . . .
FREDDIE:
Time to drink . . .
LIZZIE:
Time to dwell . . .
FREDDIE, LIZZIE and STEVE:
Time to think:
‘What the hell . . .’
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LIZZIE, STEVE and FREDDIE join in with the others, but still seem like outsiders
where everyone else is relishing it.
Rehearse our:
‘Oh!		
We’re at a reunion!’
And let’s all assume
We’ve improved in our lives,
That we’ve moved through the hoops
To our jobs and our wives.
(They all turn, wave, and say ‘hey’, as if for the first time)
Oh, hey!
Hey!
Hey!
We’re at a reunion –
It’s just a reunion
Never a day too soon!
Let’s ‘reunion’ now!
STEVE walks forward and addresses the audience directly.
STEVE (as NARRATOR):
It’s been five years –
It all seems fine . . . 		
(STEVE shrugs, but doesn’t look confident by his statement)
They spent theirs and I spent mine,
And for better or worse,
We’re five years down the line.
Change we could not anticipate,
With no choice but participate – not the engineers.
Yet now we stand and titillate
As if it were design –
(Dryly)
Get the wine . . .
They ALL mutter, chat, move, and behave in a three second snapshot of their lives.
As STEVE sings the next verse, they all gather into a semi-circle, and JASON stands
on a chair, setting himself up clearly as the leader. LIZZIE, FREDDIE and STEVE
stand on the ‘outside’, in their own little arc, clearly not wanting to be picked.
So, at ten years
We gather ‘round,
To share these facts
In which we’ve drowned,
And we do what we can
To make them seem profound.

29.

ALL (shouted):
Hey!
It’s been ten years
And ‘Who did best?’.
We meet our peers
With a childish quest
For the best cheers.
Clinical,
Cynical,
ALL:
But we’ve reached our
ALL (Except LIZZIE and FREDDIE):
Pinnacle!
JASON:
Okay! Welcome everyone to the Flat 5 Reunion.
EVERYONE cheers, FREDDIE, LIZZIE and STEVE with a certain lack of enthusiasm.
JASON (Ctd):
Hard to believe it's been five years since we graduated, and another two since we all
lived together in first year!
With that in mind, I thought we could go around the room, and have a bit of a catch
up. Tell us what you've been doing. Josie, I think we can guess!		
JASON (flamboyantly):
Got my degree
In the arts –
I don’t advise it!
Spent my jobless days
Finding ways
To best disguise it.
Things like over-hyping
When I did some casual typing.
While my artist friends sat griping,
Dedication got me hired!
People laugh again, and JASON sips his glass of wine
Knew I’d wasted years in dreaming –
Years I quickly tried redeeming:
Worked my way up,
Forced my pay up,
Made enough new friends to stay up . . .
Remember, friends can be strategic –
When my higher friends would leave,
They would bequeath their jobs to me!
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JASON:
Now I’m the boss
ALL:
Oh,
Well, aren’t you so clever!
Your every endeavour’s impressive
And oh, what a plan!
You articulate, talented, terrible man!
JASON:
Next!
			

Circles,
We go in
Circles –
‘Been this way!’
Maybe the trick is never wanting more . . .
But all that I want is what I’ve had before!
What did we do it for, if not for now?
We must move forward, but I don’t know how.
I prefer
When we were
Living a life that wasn’t circular.

Circles
Circles is more poetic. Lizzie explains how she feels trapped since graduation with life repeating
itself.

LIZZIE:
Thanks Freddie.
But even reading this is tragic in its own way . . .
Chasing our memories for comfort.
Facing a future of slow progress.
Now his rejection
Will grow the collection
No one was collecting.
Hope is the best we can hope for –
Hope to keep chasing those old rainbows.
Fading to mist, where they cease to exist,
But what were we expecting?
How can we feel what we used to feel?
Nothing we fought for was real,
And the money we owe
Just continues to grow,
But what we invested in
Seems to elude us.
We look to our shadows for comfort.
While, with our darkness, they fade.
So, we’re fighting in vain
To feel good again,
And just as we think we will,
Something undoes it

31.
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Thank you for your time!
I look forward to hearing from you!
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